Maximize the
Benefits of Public
Cloud Storage
Accelerate workloads with hybrid storage
capabilities in a fully managed service
The Choice Shouldn’t Be On-Premises or Public Cloud
Why choose between on-premises and public cloud storage when
you can take full advantage of the benefits of each, but without the
operational hassle of complex hybrid-cloud architectures? Enable
seamless and accelerated movement of your corporate data between
both environments with simple, unified management and optimization
provided by a turnkey service backed by storage experts. You decide
which workloads to retain on-premises while shifting others to the cloud,
depending on the immediate and changing needs of your business.
Powered by our powerful Atlas Core software, Atlas Cloud Plus virtualizes
an on-premises storage solution in the public cloud. This is a fully
managed service delivered by OpenDrives professionals who know
storage solutions and how to accelerate enterprise workflows. Maximize
the benefits of public cloud storage with a CapEx-friendly managed
service that’s equally easy on your operational budget.

Key Features
The key features and functionality you can expect from this
solution include:
•A
 solution powered by Atlas Core, our highly efficient data-handling
software that drives all our performant on-premises storage solutions with a
consistent end-user experience.
•S
 eamless data access and movement between on-premises and public
cloud environments so your data is always where your organization needs it.
•F
 ully managed service that assesses and deploys the solution for you,
delivered by storage and workload experts with years of experience
managing enterprise storage solutions.
•O
 ngoing maintenance, break-fixes, and upgrades that won’t defocus your IT
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staff from higher-value activities.
•O
 ptimization cycles to ensure that the solution is always working the way
your organization needs it to operate—a total commitment to high-value
outcomes and success.

Tangible Value To Your Organization
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•P
 redictable OpEx model that lightens your organization’s CapEx burdens.
•A
 n OpEx model designed to give you hybrid cloud capabilities in a
predictable billing model.

•A
 fully managed service that assesses, deploys, and manages the solution
for you, so your core business isn’t defocused by ongoing administration.

•Y
 our enterprise data always in the right place (on-premises or public cloud)
so that your company more immediately benefits from the insights and
innovation that data provides your company.

Let’s Talk About Your Needs
Reach out to us today so we can listen to your organization’s needs and tailor our
discussions and demonstrations to the features and functions you need most.
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